
Observations From Ohio State’s First Fall
Camp Practice

Ohio State kicked off preseason camp on Thursday morning with several practice periods available for
the media to watch. Buckeye Sports Bulletin was in attendance and noted several observations from the
Buckeyes’ first fall camp session that has important implications for the upcoming season.

Football. Is. Back.

It’s the first day of fall camp for the Ohio State Buckeyes. pic.twitter.com/M9xJP4WlQi

— Jack Emerson (@jackemers) August 4, 2022

The most notable revelation was how Ohio State views the three-deep on the offensive line. The starters
for offensive line coach Justin Frye were as expected – from left to right, it was Paris Johnson Jr.,
Donovan Jackson, Luke Wypler, Matthew Jones and Dawand Jones.

Aug. 4 — First day of fall camp for Ohio State pic.twitter.com/mFOHcxiMH7

— Chase Brown (@chaseabrown__) August 4, 2022

From left to right, the second unit was made up of Zen Michalski, Enokk Vimahi, Jakob James, Trey
Leroux and Josh Fryar. Fryar is likely the sixth man in terms of depth if one of the starters were to go
down, with Vimahi as another flex behind him.

The third team included, from left to right, Avery Henry, Ben Christman, Toby Wilson, Jack Forsman
and Carson Hinzman. Both Henry and Hinzman are true freshman, with Hinzman only arriving this
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summer, so it’s been an impressive ascent for the four-star prospect out of Saint Croix Central in
Hammond, Wisconsin. Grant Toutant and Ryan Smith also ran drills after the first three units.

At tight end, the rotation began with Cade Stover, followed by Mitch Rossi, Gee Scott Jr., Joe Royer,
Patrick Gurd and Sam Hart.

Ohio State also gave us a glimpse of the potential punt return rotation to start the morning. Junior wide
receiver Jaxon Smith-Njigba received the first return repetition while Cameron Martinez, Emeka
Egbuka and Kaleb Brown followed. Egbuka is expected to repeat on kickoff returns.

The Buckeyes also showed off their depth on the defensive line on Thursday. The first unit in individual
drills was manned by veterans Zach Harrison, Taron Vincent, Jerron Cage and Javontae Jean-Baptiste.
Fifth-year defensive end Tyler Friday participated in individual drills after missing all of last season with
a torn ACL. Friday worked in with the second defensive line along with Tyleik Williams, Ty Hamilton
and Jack Sawyer.

Aug. 4 — First day of fall camp for Ohio State Pt. 2 pic.twitter.com/nkYfBTBVIj

— Chase Brown (@chaseabrown__) August 4, 2022

The third team was headlined by sophomore defensive end J.T. Tuimoloau, Jaden McKenzie, Mike Hall
and Kenyatta Jackson. It is safe to assume that these units are not set in stone, but they show just how
deep Ohio State’s defensive line room runs.

Beyond those mentioned, an Ohio State spokesperson said that everyone on the roster was available
with the exception of linebacker Mitchell Melton, who suffered a season-ending injury in the spring
game.
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